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KNOW SOMEONE 
IN CRISIS?

FEELING "OFF?"

PODCASTS

“WHAT MENTAL
HEALTH NEEDS IS
MORE SUNLIGHT,
MORE CANDOR,

MORE
UNASHAMED

CONVERSATION.” 
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Friendswood, TX 77546

Sometimes a problem is bigger than
you can handle alone. Here's a

collection of resources for adolescents,
caretakers, and educators.

On Our Minds: student-produced
podcast about the biggest
mental health challenges young
people face.

This Is Normal: Young people talk
about their own mental health
challenges -- and how they got
through them. 

Am I hungry? Tired? Too hot or cold?
Am I distracted by my environment
or other thoughts?
Am I confused about what to do or
lacking the materials I need?

Sometimes we feel bad or have a hard
time focusing and don't know why. When
you're struggling, take a pause to ask
yourself some important questions:

Check out our resources page for more tools you can
use, including how to ask for help!

YOUTH

@thfeelingshealers

-GLENN CLOSE



GO THROUGH
WHAT KIDS

FAMILY
TENSION

Families are complicated. If your
family is having a severe impact on
you and your mental health, then it
may be time to reach out to an adult
you trust. 

Most young people turn to friends or the
internet for help. We believe it's crucial to
reach out and give them the information
and resources they need to support
themselves and each other.

FRIEND
DRAMA

TOXIC
RELATIONSHIPS

OK
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TO

NOT 

OK

BE

HOW CAN I 
HELP?

HEATHER

Get Out of Your Mind and Into Your Life
for Teens  
The Mindful Teen: Powerful Skills to Help
You Handle Stress One Moment at a
Time
Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of
the Teenage Brain

BOOKS

www.loveisrespect.org
www.mindfulnessforteens.com 
www.wellbeings.org
www.goaskalice.columbia.edu

WEBSITES

Pacifica: Breaking the vicious cycle of
negative thoughts
Calm Harm: For teens who struggle with
self-harm
Headspace: practice meditation, deep
breathing, and manage good sleep
routines

APPS

FLOR

JO'SINA KELLEY

OUR TEAM

QUIN'TARA

TAMI LEAH

CYNTHIA

RAVEN

Most people will get stuck in stressful
friend conflict, but there are steps you
can take to resolve the tension: get
space from it, confront it head-on,
and, if necessary, or end it altogether. 

Adolescents - and their parents -
often struggle with recognizing the
signs of harmful relationships. Know
the signs, and know what to do. 


